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Racing simulator with dynamic real-time
Motion Control platform
The Real-Motion® driving simulator promises the feeling of undiluted motor racing. Not only because the driver takes their seat
in an exciting vehicle, but also because the driving experience is simulated with such realism that the feeling of a real racing
circuit is undeniable. The developer and manufacturer of Real-Motion® is Steel Construction and Robotic Machinery (S.Co.R.E).
The company with headquarters in Amchit, Lebanon, specialises in dynamic motion simulators for various areas of application.
The racing simulator is controlled by a PC- and EtherCAT-based control platform from Beckhoff. The implementation of the project
was supported by Industrial Technologies S.A.L. (ITEC), the exclusive Beckhoff partner in Lebanon.
“Up until 2010 all driving simulators from S.Co.R.E were equipped with conventional PLC systems. However, with Real-Motion® we hit the technical limits”,
explains Gaby Mike, Managing Director of Real-Motion. The greatest challenge
of this project was to create a precisely synchronised Motion Control platform
that reacts in real-time to the data from the external racing engine. Further requirements were the mathematical calculation of the customer-specific motion
curves as well as the possibility to change the target points during operation
of the simulator.
Higher data throughput over Ethernet
“The decisive criteria for choosing Beckhoff were the openness of the PC-based
Control platform and the high data throughput”, says Jad Wehbe, Managing
Director of Industrial Technologies. “The Beckhoff C6915 Control cabinet Indus-
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The racing simulator from Real-Motion® promises exhilarating fun:
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the complicated mathematical algorithms for the new setpoint values can be
computed in real-time.
Improved safety functions with TwinSAFE
Safety is an important aspect for motion simulators. If the emergency button is
pressed, the simulator must stop immediately, taking into account the jerk and
deceleration limits. “Thanks to the TwinSAFE modules EL6900 and EL1904 we
are able to guarantee fail-safe functionality of the emergency stop button”, said
the Managing Director of Real-Motion.
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